WE NEED TO COME TOGETHER TO DEVELOP THIS PROJECT
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ROGERIO DALLO

MENINOS PORTO ALEGRE

LATIN-AMERICAN COOPERATIVES CONFEDERATION

NATIVE FRUITS

WHAT IS HE PURSUING?

ANOTHER KIND OF STATE

TO BUILD AN ECONOMY SECTOR ON ITS OWN

PERSON AT THE CENTRE

"HOLISTIC"

SELF-MANAGEMENT DYNAMICS

(HE WORKED AS A SOCIAL EDUCATOR IN BRASIL)

(BUT MAKES A LIVING FROM ECOLOGICAL BEEKEEPING)
Pierrette Memong

African Network of Social and Solidarity Economy (RACES)

Members of Parliament

Young People

Healing Cooperatives

Fighting against poverty with sustainable development

In Africa things are not so "structured"

But more "diffuse"

Community issues are key

Economies that let us live

Nature

Tradition

Protection

Vulnerable groups

African pharmacopeia

Healing with plants

Other movements in economy and healthcare
President of REAS Euskadi

Marian Díez

Ethical Finance

Consumer Cooperatives for Farm Products

Militancy & Commitment

Critical and Campaigning Movements

Meeting True (not imposed) Necessities

Building a "Good Life"

A Decent Life

Values

Agroecology

Fair Trade

Social Currency

Food Sovereignty

The Solidarity Economy will only be so if it is feminist.

Economy to serve the planet

Common Agenda with other movements

Network-building
Fights for Food Sovereignty and Agroecology

Feminist RE-RURALIZATION

Marta Rivera

Agroecology and food sovereignty cannot exist without a feminist perspective.

Focus on time management

How to measure wellbeing satisfaction time?

Appreciating the value of rural feminism


BASICALLY, OUR FORERUNNERS SYSTEM WAS BASED ON TAKING CARE OF A COMMON RESOURCE

THE COMMONS

HISTORIC TRADITION

SYSTEM FOCUSED ON SHARING

RESILIENT WAYS OF TAKING CARE OF RESOURCES

IN THE FORUM’S DIGITAL SPACE

PROJECTS THAT CAN BE LINKED TO THE FORUM

ORGANIZATIONS URBAN INITIATIVES

PRACTICES IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS ARE THREATENED BY STARTUPS AND DIGITAL ECONOMY

HOW WE GATHER RESULTS AND SHARE THEM IN A TRANSPARENT WAY TO TAKE CARE OF THIS NEW RESOURCE THAT THE FORUM IS?
The Other Truth

Recovery of Local Knowledge

Philosophy of Indigenous Peoples

Resistance

Science of "Ancient Cultures"

fzi Kbal (word that means dialogue & respect)

"Cabañuela" or life studies

Humidity forecast

Bernardo Caamal Itza'
Florencia Partenio + Feminism to Transform the Economy

Legal Abortion

Feminist "Green Tide"

As women, we have been the ones to put up with and resist the crisis.

Our answers are:

A relationship between work and economy that is:

- Non-conventional
- Inconvenient
- Cross-cuts hierarchy

Breaking with:

- Capitalism
- Xenophobia
- Racism
- Patriarchy
To build a new system, we have to deconstruct the previous one.

With networks of citizens between international agents

Locally rooted

WSF: Another world is possible

With transformative practices

Accelerating mutual learning

Success because young people are the ones keeping up with solving the environmental crisis transforming the economy.

Cities

Barcelona

Puebla

Montreal

NANCY NEAMTAN